DUCKDAO DEFI MARKET MAKER

THE «DUCK LIQUIDITY POOL»
YIELD FARMING 2.0 ECOSYSTEM
DuckDAO has emerged as a disruptive force in the fundraising space thanks to
our influential and restless community. We reshaped the old fundraising model by
distributing to thousands of ducks, rather than to close-knit VCs and institutions,
and we disrupted the social media marketing model by leveraging the voices of our
ducks to take social media marketing to the next level. But market making
remained a missing piece of the puzzle – until now.
HOW IT WORKS

WITH ONE-SIDE-BURN,
SEE PAGE 3
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You can provide liqudity to several DUCK-based pools and become a liqudity provider (LP) via Uniswap. The LP tokens you receive can be staked on the DUCK farm,
allowing you to earn DUCK tokens and market maker rewards. Not all pools are
made equal, with some offering higher earning multipliers.
All of this is set fixed in the smart contract. Over time, other pools (besides those at
launch) can be added to the DUCK Farm ecosystem for farming DUCK tokens. We
took a great deal of precautions and testing to ensure that the smart contract will
work properly and safely. Additionally it was thoroughly checked by a third party
security auditor.
DUCK is a yield farming reward token with a real use case!
Read ahead to learn how it works.
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INTRODUCING THE DUCK LIQUIDITY
POOL & DUCK TOKEN
WHAT IS THE DUCK LIQUIDITY POOL?
The Duck Liquidity Pool is the name of the DuckDAO DEFI market maker. Funded
by an initial sale of pre-mined tokens, the market maker will offer its services to
projects and exchanges. Projects that are incubated by DuckDAO will be the first
to benefit from this service, but it will become more widely accessible to public
projects as time goes on.

WHAT IS THE DUCK TOKEN USE CASE?
The DUCK token is the reward token for those contributing to the Duck Liquidity
Pool as yield farmers and has several use cases, including:
– farming/liquidity provision on Uniswap
– market-making profit distribution
– Project token airdrops
– NFT as rewards

HOW DO YOU EARN WITH DUCK TOKEN AND WHAT IS THE DUCK
TOKEN IN A NUTSHELL?
The Duck Liquidity Pool Token (DUCK) is:
a) used to initially fund the DuckDAO market maker, and launch its
business operations.
b) used for distribution of market-making profits. DUCK farmers will receive 50%
of all profits paid out in stablecoin. (This means those who contribute to our
liquidity pools in Uniswap will receive their share of 50% of the profits from the
decentralized DuckDAO market maker business).
c) that is farmed by providing liquidity to DUCK liquidity pools on
Uniswap.
d) a deflationary economic system primed for future growth
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DEFLATIONARY FARMING 2.0 –
WITH “ONE-SIDE-BURN”
Starting mid 2020 yield farming platforms started their operations with proprietary tokens – and nearly all them lost value because of the massive inflation that
happens when high returns are given. This can’t work out in the long term, which
is why Duck Liquidity Pool researched and built the revolutionary “Deflationary
Farming 2.0”.

WHAT DOES THE ONE-SIDE-BURN MEAN?
One-Side-Burn means that you will lose one side of your liquidity. Yes right, you
will never get it back! Why should you still do it then? Because the rewards you
get from farming (staking LP tokens) are higher than what you have put into the
liquidity after a certain time! Sounds quacky? Look ...
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PEAK WEEKS
The peak week is the time when you get a multiple of Duck Tokens as rewards.
Each farming pool has three peak weeks during it’s first year. Between the peak
weeks there is a low reward period of around three months.
As example the DUCK/DDIM pool has the following reward model:
First peak week
3 million DUCK
next 3 month		
2 million DUCK
Second peak week 3 million DUCK
next 3 month		
2 million DUCK
Third peak week 3 million DUCK
next 6 month		
2 million DUCK
next 5 years		
5 million DUCK
Market makers and other rewards are not included here.
The example above is for the DUCK/DDIM pool which will get the highest rewards. The DUCK/ETH pool will have around
15 million tokens in total. All times are estimated. All reward information may be adjusted and/or optimized.

CAN WE GET EXACT YIELD NUMBERS?
To be honest: no! It all also depends on how many individuals decide to start farming. The earliest Liquidity Provider gets the highest rewards, as the reserved token
amount is split between all the Liquidity Providers!
Let’s turn it this way:
When you are early in farming, you should make back the one-side burn easily
and you get all the additional rewards. If you don’t leave the pool during the low
periode and wait for the next peak week, you will get another very high yield.

SO WHY ARE YOU DOING THIS ONE-SIDE BURN?
This is the miracle behind protecting the DUCK token from inflation. Every time
when someone leaves the Duck Farm, his provided liquidity gets burned and the
supply of the DUCK token gets lower.
And not only DUCK token gets burned, also DDIM gets burned in pools like DDIM/
ETH, DDIM/USDT. Same mechanism.
It is always the ONE SIDE of the liquidity that gets burned to make the whole
DuckDAO token system deflationary. And in the end everybody will profit from
this!
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THE THREE DUCK LIQUIDITY
POOL BUSINESS MODELS
1. PROJECT TOKEN PURCHASE

PROFIT REWARDS
to DLP LP Pools

DuckLiquidityPool
(Market Maker)
P-tokens
for Sell-side

50% of profits

50% of profits for
Market Maker Services
(Software, Hosting,
Development)

Provides Sell-side
Provides Buy-side

USDT
for P-tokens
at discount
Orderbook

Client Project

sells token at discount

Sell-side

EXCHANGE

Spread 1%

(Market Maker Account)

Buy-side
Sell-off Strategy: Provide Sell-side P-tokens
to listing to build up additional Buy-side
for further support. The spread is taken as
profit by the Duck Liquidity Pool.

The project doesn’t have to provide any buy-side or sell-side liquidity, as DLP provides both sides, but gets the tokens at a large discount to protect the buy-side funds
to a certain level. The spread is always taken as profit by the Duck Liquidity Pool.

2. PROJECT TOKEN BORROW
PROFIT REWARDS
to DLP LP Pools

DuckLiquidityPool
(Market Maker)
Borrows
P-tokens
for Sellside

sells token at discount

50% of profits for
Market Maker Services
(Software, Hosting,
Development)

Provides Sell-side
Provides Buy-side

Lends USDT
as collateral
for the
P-Tokens

Client Project

50% of profits

Orderbook

EXCHANGE

(Market Maker Account)

Sell-side
Spread 1%
Buy-side
Sell-off Strategy
(like Model 1)

The project lends its tokens to the DLP for the sell-side. DLP provides both sell-side and
buy-side liquidity to the exchange. After an agreed period of time, DLP either sends
back the same amount of P-tokens OR the initial worth of the tokens in USDT to the
project. As a result, there is no risk to the project. As previously mentioned, the spread
is kept by the Duck Liquidity Pool.
Example: project gives 100,000 tokens worth $0.1 each as a loan to the DLP. After 3 months have passed, DLP returns 100,000 tokens or $10,000.
This model means there is no risk for the DLP because of the hedging possibility, and no risk for the project, since its loan is returned in full.
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3. FIXED FEE MODEL (CLASSIC MARKET MAKING MODEL)
50% of fee

Lends USDT
as collateral
for the
P-Tokens

Client Project

sells token at discount

to DLP LP Pools

50% of fee for
Market Maker Services
(Software, Hosting,
Development)

DuckLiquidityPool
(Market Maker)
Pays a fixed rate per
exchange per trading pair as
a service fee.

PROFIT REWARDS

Orderbook

Provides Sell-side
Provides Buy-side
Receives all
possivle profits

EXCHANGE

(Market Maker Account)

Sell-side
Spread 1%
Buy-side

With the classic model, projects or exchanges pay a fixed service fee for DLP’s
market-making services. The project provides all sell-side (project tokens) and
buy-side (USDT, ETH, BTC) tokens itself, and DLP is responsible for simply
providing market-making services for the duration of the agreement.
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DUCK TOKEN ECONOMICS
22% Pre-mined tokens for sale to fund the DuckDAO Liquidity Pool
8% Operational tokens (7% vested or locked and 1% for core team)
70% Reserved for distribution to liquidity providers through liquidity mining.
Total supply: 		100,000,000 DUCK*
Farming Rewards:
70,000,000 DUCK
Premined token distribution
Presale
22% 22,000,000 DUCK
Core Team
1% 1,000,000 DUCK
DUCK Treasury 4% 4,000,000 DUCK
Reserve
3% 3,000,000 DUCK
* reduced over time through the One-Side-Burn
DLP Treasury
The DLP treasury tokens are linearly vested
over 12 months and are meant to be used as
an alternative source of funding should it be
required. In the future, DLP treasury tokens
will
also be used for business development,
			
referrals, onboarding new clients, and other
strategic purposes aimed at growing the Duck
Liquidity Pool business.

Presale
Core Team
Treasury
Reserve
Farming
Rewards

The Reserve
3,000,000 tokens are locked in the reserve
and can be unlocked through the DuckDAO
governance community. More than 50% of the
Top 10 DDIM holders (DDIM is the DAO token
of the DuckDAO community) need to vote for
an unlock.
Some of the examples of when this might
occur include:
– Liquidity needed for an exchange
– New Partnership opportunity for the Duck
Liquidity Pool
– Any other event where tokens are required
and expenses cannot be covered by the DLP
Treasury.
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PRESALE
10,000,000 DUCK tokens are reserved for DuckDAO members at a fixed rate
of $0.04, and the remaining 12,000,000 DUCK will be sold to strategic partners
and external investors outside of the DuckDAO ecosystem, with a price curve
starting at $0.044 up to $0.07.

USE OF FUNDS
Uniswap initial liquidity:
DLP operating budget: 		

10%
90%*

*Infrastructure and external developer costs for:
S
 etup of the yield farm smart contracts and associated frontends
S
 ecurity audits to ensure the ongoing operability of the DLP business.
Marketing costs.
O
 perating the market-making business and providing liquidity during
the starting period to projects.
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WHAT TO EXPECT
WHAT TO EXPECT FROM THE DUCK TOKEN AS A LIQUIDITY PROVIDER
As a liquidity provider (LP) on the pools supported by the DUCK FARM, you
can earn DUCK tokens through yield farming, the profits in stablecoin and also
DuckDAO incubation project tokens in the future.
Both tokens (DUCK & stablecoins like USDT) can be claimed on the DUCK FARM
page.
Here’s an example of how it works:
Circulation supply at launch will be below $ 1 million. By successfully
providing market-making services for a month, the DLP could generate the
following monthly rewards in stablecoins:
For holders that purchased $1,000
worth of DUCK tokens

=> 1/1000th of the distributed profits.

Here’s what that means, at different Duck Liquidity Pool (DLP) profit levels:*
$10,000 profit/month, 50% to LPS = $5,000 to LPs:
$5/month for the holder (6% annual return)
$100,000 profit/month, 50% to LPS = $50,000 to LPs:
$50/month for the holder (60% annual return)
$500,000 profit/month, 50% to LPS = $250,000 to LPs: $250/month for the holder (300% annual return)

Any LP multipliers (e.g. 2x, 3x etc) are not taken into account in this example.
YOU ALSO STAND TO EARN IMPRESSIVE YIELDS IN THE DUCK FARM AS AN
EARLY LIQUIDITY PROVIDER.
*This calculation is based on the initial circulating supply of 22 million DUCK
tokens, and returns will be slowly diluted as new DUCK tokens enter the
market. It also depends on the burn rate.
WHAT DDIM HOLDERS CAN EXPECT
As a DDIM holder, you can participate as a liquidity provider (LP) and farm
DUCK. The demand for DDIM will most likely increase as the DUCK/DDIM pair
gives the highest yield. As a DDIM liquidity provider, you will get DUCK rewards
as shown on page one. For the DDIM pairs the one-side-burn will
decrease the supply of DDIM in the future.
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WHAT RISKS ARE INVOLVED AND HOW WE MITIGATE THEM
First of all, everything in combination with cryptocurrencies and yield farming is
always a highly speculative endeavor.
Always invest only what you can afford to lose, and do your own research before making any investment—that’s a general rule, not just for the Duck Liquidity Pool.
What we do to minimize your risks:
Each change in the smart contract will be announced in advance and delayed by 72 hours, giving the community ample time to stay up to date.
We will be submitting the DLP smart contract for a third-party security audit,
to ensure there are no bugs or any other issues before launch.
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